Family Environments Matter

Join us and watch short, evidence-informed animation films focusing on important aspects of family relationships and youth development.

Animation 1 | Outside Film Projection
The Andrew and Virginia Rudd Research and Professional Practice Centre
Who we are, what we do and for who.

Animation 2 | Outside Film Projection
Home Environments Really Matter
Unpacking the nature-nurture debate and highlighting how everyday family experiences really matter for children’s emotional, behavioural and social development.

Animation 3 | Inside Film Projection
The role of the digital environment for child and youth development
Discover how our research is informed by children and young people, teachers, charities and other organisations.

Animation 4 | Inside Film Projection
The impact of digital parenting
Helping parents and carers to navigate the digital world safely and effectively with their children.

Chat with our friendly team and learn more about what we do and how to get involved.

The Andrew and Virginia Rudd Research and Professional Practice Centre, University of Cambridge.

✉ ruddcentre@educ.cam.ac.uk
[X] @RuddCambridge
[In] Andrew and Virginia Rudd Research and Professional Practice Centre, University of Cambridge

Friday 15 March 4-7pm,
New museums site and the Museum of Zoology, Downing Street,
Cambridge CB2 3EJ